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Wild salmon are harvested  commercially at 
locations around the world. 

Canada 
Great Lakes 
Japan 
Russia 
Ireland 
Iceland 
Norway 
Faroe Islands 
Great Britain 



Most salmon fisheries 
worldwide employ passive, 

rather than active, 
harvesting technologies, 

particularly traps and weirs. 





Alternative harvest methods may 
offer any of the following 
advantages: 
•  Improve quality to 

raise ex-vessel value 

•  Improve harvesting 
efficiency to lower 
costs 

•  Increase selectivity, to 
provide access to 
strong stocks while 
conserving weak ones  



Employ harvesting 
gears used elsewhere: 

•  Weirs 
•  Pile traps 
•  Net traps 
•  Fish Wheels  
•  Reef nets 
•  Beach seines 
•  Tangle nets 



     Traps 

Driven pile traps 
• Formerly used in AK 
• Family or corporate 
• Steel mesh leads 
• Fish kept alive 
• Intercept mixed stocks  
• Expensive to build and maintain 
• Live release and good management possible 



Floating net traps 
• Used in Russia, Japan and Europe 

• New developments in B.C. 

• Terminal or corridor areas 

• Fixed or mobile and boat operated 

• Live retention  and delivery 

• Cheaper to build and operate than pile traps 

• Mixed stock and resource ownership issues 







Weirs 

 Used in modern and traditional fisheries worldwide 
 In small rivers and where dams are in place 



Can be a primitive or technologically complex 

Hold fish alive, provide high quality 



Issues concerning construction cost, ice, flooding 

Major issues over river, resource ownership 



Fish wheels 
• Traditional commercial and subsistence gear 

• Used mainly in rivers and certain channels 

• Being re-developed in B.C.and Columbia River 

• Stationary and scow-mounted 

• Current- or engine-powered 

• Low cost to build and operate 

• Hard on fish, but improved handling possible 







Reef nets 
•  Traditional gear, still commercial use in Wash. 

•  Suitable only in select locations 

•  Susceptible to weather interference 

•  Specialized boats and equipment required 

•  Produce good quality, live delivery 

•  Labor intensive, not for high production 





Beach seine 
•  Traditional subsistence and commercial gear 

•  Being re-developed in Columbia R. and B.C. 

•  Mainly in estuaries and inside rivers 

•  Worked with skiffs, trucks, cranes, or horses 

•  Low cost to build and operate 

•  Can be selective, and produce live catch 



Beach Seining 



Tangle or “tooth”nets 
•  WA, OR and B.C. use currently 

•  Developed mainly for selective fishing 

•  Can produce live delivery 

•  3.5” to 4.5” web can snag smaller fish 

•  Slower to work in volume fisheries  

•  Three-panel trammel nets can also produce 
high quality, though slower and less selective 



Gill Net 

Tangle Net 



Harvesting alternatives may 
include different ways of 
organizing and managing the 
fishery, e.g.: 

•  Changing handling procedures  

•  Changing fishery management  

•  Changing ownership structure 

   



Collective (Russian model) 



Community (Japanese model) 


